
“Arch-Nemesis!” 
 

Panel 1 

 

PROTECTOR E-7: Protector E-7 arriving on scene. Commencing observations of <V-704>. 

 

Panel 2 

 

NEMESIS PRIME: Megatron! Time for you to leave this temporal region! 

 

Panel 4 

 

MEGATRON: Where are you aiming at?! 

 

            Has being completely noble made you lose your edge? How pathetic!  

 

Panel 5 

 

NEMESIS PRIME: It seems you lack experience in higher-dimensional combat. 

 

                With that last shot, victory has already been decided!  

 

Panel 6 

 

MEGATRON: Wha...? 

 

Panel 9 

 

NEMESIS PRIME: You were already caught in a "Closed Time" I had created. 

 

                Everything inside there loops except for you-  

                -meaning that that last shot will hit you endlessly!  

 

Panel 13 

 

NEMESIS PRIME: One auto-avatar expelled. 

 

PROTECTOR E-7: Hey, you there, Deity! 

 

Panel 14 

 

PROTECTOR E-7: Isn't fighting that way a bit dirty? 

 

NEMESIS PRIME: Don't call me "deity", synthoid. 

 

Panel 15 

 

NEMESIS RPIME: Call me "Knight of Darkness". 

 

PROTECTOR E-7: Not even by your divine will... 

 

 



Higher Definition 
 

Timaeus Drive: The hyperspatial generation force utilized by the Auto-avatars can create doors 

into various hyperspaces and dimensions without requiring any specialized system or energy. As 

it is activated by the process of racing around a loop some 80 m in diameter and focusing one's 

amplified thoughts at the loop's center point, this can be displayed most effectively by "a moving 

body with intent"—i.e., a robot lifeform in vehicle mode. The technology originated from test 

runs performed by the Cybertron warrior Arcee (BT-21) for the "Timaeus Plan", which created 

the super-element Alternium on what was once the "BT World". The Alternity regard it as a deep 

secret that forms the very basis of their existence. Accordingly, all Auto-avatars with automotive 

forms are standardly equipped with Timaeus Drive field circuit generators. 

 

Origin of Evolution: Even viewed pan-dimensionally, the evolution of the Cybertron race into 

the Alternity originates uniquely in the "BT World" timeline, on top of which it was caused by a 

sudden accident. Only a few months after the "Timaeus Plan", right after a sample of the 

Alternium generated by it was carried off of Earth for structural analysis, the Alternitum abruptly 

underwent an expansion phenomenon. Originally an enormous, higher-dimensional material, the 

Alternium rapidly began to influx into three-dimensional space. To hold back this super-

substance encroaching on an astronomical scale, the Cybertrons engulfed by the expansion 

converted the Alternium into a lifeform by fusing with it and attempted to save the universe by 

controlling the dimensional interface. As a result, their efforts worked, and over the next 900,000 

years, they succeeded in converting the Alternium into living tissue. Born after experiencing this 

sort of process, the Alternity do not regard themselves as the proper evolved form of 

Transformers. Rather, they impose fixed restrictions on the expansion of their own efforts and 

watch over the possibilities of separate evolutions on parallel worlds. 

 

 

 

A-01 Masterlord/Convoy 

 

Alternity Supreme Commander Convoy 
 

Transformation...Nissan GT-R 

The Convoy who utilizes the Auto-avatar frame "Vector 704" is a unique being, one who joined 

the Alternity after being saved from being a disciple of evil. Replicated by the hand of Unicron 

from the Convoy of a certain demolished world, he was built into an assault weapon after being 

inflicted with millennia of torture that destroyed his mind. Defeated by the Cybertrons after a 

fierce battle, he was later inducted into the Convoy collective 900,000 years in the future, where 

the Alternity is located. Having the full power and compassion of a transcendent being healed his 

decayed mind, and having thus achieved reactivation, Convoy V-704 became a loyal bearer of 

the Alternity's commands and alighted on present-day Earth. Reborn, he behaves as a prudently 

mastered warrior, but owing to the difference between his combat experience and the other 

Avatars', he has unconsciously utilized unjust tactics. In addition, although he secretly hopes for 

a confrontation with the detested Unicron, he has sealed this deepest wish deep down inside in 

order to devote himself to his vital subordinate's mission: the battle with his natural enemy, 

Hytherion, and Megatron, who has acquired Hytherion's power. 

 

PWR...10 

STR...10 

SPD...9 

END...10 

RNK...10 



CRG...10 

FRP...9 

SKL...10 


